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Practice Book Unit 6 Comprehension 103

Name Statue of Liberty

Main Idea and Details • Text Structure
 • The main idea is the most important idea in a selection or a paragraph.

 • The small pieces of information that tell about the main idea are the supporting details.

 • Look for key words in the text, such as who, what, where, why, and when, to get details 
about the main idea.

Directions Read the following passage and complete the web below.

I was getting seasick again. The trip 
on the boat to America was taking 

longer than a 12-year-old girl like me 
ever imagined. I disliked the constant 
rocking and the smells of all the people 
crammed together in such a small space. 
It didn’t seem like we’d ever get to the 

place everyone called New York—the 
place where we’d soon be calling home. 
Suddenly, people started yelling. I ran 
outside to see what was going on. There, 
in front of me, stood a giant statue. They 
called it the Statue of Liberty. It was 
beautiful. We were home at last!

Directions Write what you think the story is about in box 1 below. Then write the 
details that support that idea in boxes 2–5.

1. Main Idea 

3. Detail 5. Detail 4. Detail 2. Detail 

Home Activity Your child learned about finding the main idea and details in a piece of writing. Read a short 
book together. Ask your child to tell you in just a few words what the book is about. Then ask him or her 
who, what, where, when, and why questions to find out the supporting details.
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104 Vocabulary Practice Book Unit 6

Name Statue of Liberty

Vocabulary
Directions Solve each riddle with a word from the box. Write the word on the line.

 1. I describe something that you will always remember. 

  What am I?  

 2. People who live in a free country have me. 

  What am I?  

 3. Kings and queens wear me on their heads. 

  What am I?  

 4. I am another word for uncovered.

  What am I?  

 5. I am a light that helps people see in dark caves. 

  What am I?  

Directions Write the word from the box that best completes each sentence below. 

 6. The wood carver made two  of an airplane. 

 7. At night we lit a  to help us see our campsite. 

 8. A flag is a  of a country. 

 9. A  is a stone that has writing cut into it. 

Write an Editorial
On a separate sheet of paper, write an editorial about the first time the Statue of Liberty 
was seen in New York. Write as if you worked for a newspaper. Tell readers how you 
felt when you first saw the new statue.  Use as many vocabulary words as possible.

Home Activity Your child has identified and used vocabulary from The Story of the Statue of Liberty. Read 
a story together about this or another historical monument. Have a conversation about the monument and 
its meaning. Encourage your child to use vocabulary words. 

Check the Words 
You Know

liberty
crown
tablet
symbol
unveiled
torch
models
unforgettable

unforgettable

liberty

unveiled

torch

models

torch

symbol

tablet

crown

Students’ writing should use vocabulary to describe the unveiling of 
the Statue of Liberty and express their feelings about it.
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Practice Book Unit 6 Vocabulary 105

Name Statue of Liberty

Vocabulary • Word Structure
 • A prefix is a word part added to the beginning of a word. Prefixes can help you figure 

out the meaning of a word you don’t know.

 • The prefix un- means “not” or “opposite of.”

Directions Match the word with the prefix un- with its meaning. 

 1. unforgettable not common

 2. unveiled not divided into pieces

 3. unhappy not something you’ll forget

 4. unusual opposite of happy

 5. uncut not covered

Directions Read each pair of sentences. Circle the word that belongs in the blank. 
Write the word on the line.

 6. The laces of her shoes dragged on the ground.

  The laces of her shoes were .  untied uncover

 7. Too much sugar is not good for our bodies.

  Eating too many sweets is .  undone unhealthy

 8. He just got home from vacation.

  He will  his bags.  until unpack

 9. The artist takes the beads off the string.

  She will  the beads. unstring upend

 10. The main character never tells lies.

  He never says anything that is . under untrue

Home Activity Your child has identified and used words with the prefix un-. Read a short story or paragraph 
with your child. Together, look for words with the prefix un-. Help your child figure out the meaning of these 
words.
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106 Comprehension Practice Book Unit 6

Name Statue of Liberty

Cause and Effect
 • A cause is why something happened. An effect is what happened.

 •  A cause may have more than one effect. Because I forgot to set my alarm clock, 
I overslept, and I was late for school.

 • An effect may have more than one cause. Dad’s computer crashed because it didn’t 
have enough memory, and he was running too many programs at once.

Directions Read the following passage and fill in the chart below.

Emma Lazarus was born in New York 
City in 1849 in a large, wealthy 

Jewish family. She started writing poems 
when she was in her teens, and her poems 
became very well-known. As a young 
woman, Emma learned about the problems 
faced by Jewish people in Russia. She 
stopped writing and helped these people as 
they immigrated to New York. 

 When money was being raised to build 
a base for the Statue of Liberty, Emma 
wrote a poem about America as a land 
of opportunity. She donated the poem to 
raise funds. Her poem and other donations 
raised a great deal of money, and the base 
was built. The statue has become a symbol 
of freedom. Emma’s poem is at its base.

 CAUSES: Why did it happen? EFFECTS: What happened?

 1. Her poems became well-known.

Emma wanted to help the 
immigrants.

 2. 

Money was being raised to build a 
base for the Statue of Liberty.

 3. 

 4. The base of the Statue of Liberty 
was built.

Home Activity Your child learned about cause and effect. Play a cause-and-effect game with your child. 
Name an effect and have your child make up a possible cause. Then name a cause and have him or her 
make up a possible effect. Continue until you have named five causes and effects.

Emma was a good writer.

Emma stopped writing.

Emma wrote a poem.

Emma’s poem and other 
donations raised a lot of 
money.
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Practice Book Unit 6 Comprehension 107

Name Statue of Liberty

Main Idea and Details • Text Structure
 • The main idea is the most important idea in a selection or a paragraph.

 • The small pieces of information that tell about the main idea are the supporting details.

 • Look for key words in the text, such as who, what, where, why, and when, to get details 
about the main idea.

Directions Read the following passage. Then answer the questions below.

Where are your ancestors from? 
Maybe they came from another 

country. And maybe they came through 
Ellis Island, which is about a mile outside 
of New York City. Samuel Ellis owned 
the island in the 1770s. He sold it to the 
state of New York, which sold it for use as 
an immigration station. About 17 million 
people came through Ellis Island. They 

were registered and given physicals. A 
wall was built at Ellis Island that has some 
of the immigrants’ names written on it. 
Do you want to see if your relatives are 
there? There are sites online where you can 
type in your last name. You’ll get a list of 
people who were at Ellis Island who have 
the same last name.

 1. What is this passage about?

 2.–4. Name three supporting details about Ellis Island.

 5. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction? How can you tell?

Home Activity Your child learned about finding the main idea and details in a piece of writing. Watch a TV 
show with your child. When it’s over, have your child tell you what the main idea and some of the supporting 
details were on the show. Discuss why your child chose the details he or she did.

It’s about Ellis Island and how many people came to this country 
through Ellis Island.

Possible responses: 
2) It was owned by Samuel Ellis. 
3) It was a big immigration station. 
4) There’s a wall with immigrants’ names on it.

It’s nonfiction. It is written with dates and facts and is about a 
real place and a real thing that happened.
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108 Comprehension Practice Book Unit 6

Name Statue of Liberty

Main Idea and Details
 • The main idea is the most important idea in a selection or a paragraph.

 • The small pieces of information that tell about the main idea are the supporting details.

 • Look for keywords in the text, such as who, what, where, why, and when, to get details 
about the main idea.

Directions Read the following passage and complete the chart below.

I stood in line at Ellis Island for a long 
time. People were speaking different 

languages all around me. Finally, it was 
my turn. I told the man my name. Then 
he asked a question. I didn’t know what 
to answer because I didn’t understand 
English. Another man told me in my own 

language that he wanted to know if I ever 
was in prison. I was only 13 years old! He 
asked me if I was sick, and I said “No.” 
He tried to say my name, but couldn’t. He 
wrote a new name next to mine. The other 
man told me my new name. “Welcome to 
America, young lady,” he said.

Directions Write the main idea of the passage in box 1. Then write the details that 
support that idea in boxes 2–5.

Home Activity Your child learned about finding the main idea and details in a piece of writing. Read a 
newspaper or magazine article with your child. Have him or her tell you what the article was about and give 
three details that support the main idea.

1. Main Idea 
What is the passage about?

3. Detail 
What was 
one problem 
the girl had?

5. Detail 
What happened 
to the girl’s 
name?

4. Detail 
What was one 
question the man 
asked the girl?

2. Detail 
Where was 
the girl?

A girl goes through the immigration line at Ellis Island.

She was 
in line 
at Ellis 
Island.

She 
couldn’t 
speak 
English.

The man 
asked if she 
had been in 
prison.

The man 
changed 
it because 
he couldn’t 
say it.
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Name Statue of Liberty

Vowels in tooth, cook
Directions Circle each word with the vowel sound in tooth or the vowel sound in 
cook. Then write each word in the correct column. 

 1. Our school took us on a field trip to an art museum.

 2. We spent a full day studying famous paintings and statues. 

 3. We looked at works by some of the art world’s true masters.

 4. After we returned to class, our teacher asked us to make a few drawings in our 
notebooks.

 5. I sketched a picture of President Lincoln wearing a black wool suit and a very 
tall hat.

vowel sound in tooth

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

vowel sound in cook

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

Directions Cross out the one word in each line that does not have the vowel sound in 
tooth or the vowel sound in cook.

 16. build  cushion  glue 

 17. bushel  rocket  smooth

 18. button  bookstore  juice

 19. football  stew  story

 20. balloon  pudding  throat

Home Activity Your child identified and wrote words with the vowel sounds in tooth (as in school, few, 
glue, and fruit) and cook (as in cookie and cushion). Have your child write riddles using words with the vowel 
sounds in tooth and cook. Try to guess the answer after your child reads each riddle to you.
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Practice Book Unit 6 Phonics Vowels in tooth, cook 109

school
statues
true
few
suit

took
full
looked
notebooks
wool
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Name

Time Line
A time line shows events in the order that they happened or will happen. It can show 
days, weeks, months, and years. 

Directions Look at the time line. Use the time line to answer the questions.

 1. What is the first year shown on the time line?

 2. In which year was a poem added to the statue?

 3. When did the statue parts arrive in New York? When did President Cleveland 
accept the statue? About how much time passed between these two events? 

 4. What major events happened between 1920 and 1960?

 5. Why was 1986 an important year for the Statue of Liberty? 

Statue of Liberty

110 Research and Study Skills Practice Book Unit 6

Home Activity Your child read information on a time line and answered questions about it. Help your child 
list the dates of some important family events. Ask him or her to make a time line with these events. 

1885      1903                    1924                                     1956                               1986

   1886

1885

1903  

1885; 1886; a little more than a year

statue became a national monument; island was renamed 

The Statue of Liberty turned 100 years old.

1885 Statue parts arrive in New York in June.
1886 President Grover Cleveland officially accepts statue on October 28.
1903 Poem by Emma Lazarus is added to the base.
1924 Statue becomes a national monument.
1956 Island is renamed Liberty Island.
1975 Centennial celebration honors statue’s 100th year.
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Practice Book Unit 6 Comprehension 113

Name Mr. Kang

Cause and Effect • Graphic Organizer
 •  A cause is why something happens. An effect is what happens.

 •  A cause may have more than one effect. Because I did not do my homework, I couldn’t 
watch the movie or go outside for recess.

 • An effect may have more than one cause. Dad’s plants dried up because he left them in 
the hot sun and did not water them.

 • A graphic organizer can help you identify and organize information as you read.

Directions Read the following story. Then fill in the chart below.

Rosa’s mother made beautiful tin 
ornaments. No two were the same. 

One day, a man asked her to come to the 
United States to make the ornaments for 
his business. So Rosa and her mother left 
Mexico. People loved the ornaments. The 

man sold everything Rosa’s mother made. 
She was so busy, she had to teach others to 
make the tin pieces. The man was so happy 
that he made Rosa’s mother a business 
partner.

 CAUSES: Why did it happen? EFFECTS: What happened?

 1. A man wanted Rosa’s mother to 
make the ornaments for his business.

The man asked Rosa’s mother to 
come to the United States.

 2. 

 3. The man sold everything Rosa’s 
mother made.

Rosa’s mother was very busy.  4. 

Home Activity Your child learned about cause and effect. Read a story together. Ask your child to describe 
something that happened in the story. Then ask him or her to tell you what caused the effect. Repeat the 
exercise two or three times.

 5. The man made Rosa’s mother a 
partner.
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114 Vocabulary Practice Book Unit 6

Name Mr. Kang

Vocabulary
Directions Match each word with its meaning. Draw a line to connect them.

Check the Words You Know

narrow
perches
recipe
foreign

foolish
bows
chilly

 1. foolish cool

 2. recipe from a different country

 3. narrow silly

 4. chilly directions for cooking food

 5. foreign skinny

Directions Write the word from the box that best completes each sentence below. 

 6. Watch the red bird as it  on the branch. 

 7. After he sings, he  to the audience. 

 8. The gap was too  for me to squeeze through.  

 9. He moved here from a  country called Sudan. 

 10. My stepmother wrote that  for beef stew.  

Write a Recipe
On a separate sheet of paper, write a recipe for something you like to eat or drink. It 
can be something simple, like chocolate milk or a sandwich. Use as many vocabulary 
words as possible.

Home Activity Your child identified and used vocabulary words from Happy Birthday Mr. Kang. Have your 
child plan a menu for dinner or help you prepare food from a written recipe. Encourage your child to use 
vocabulary words in conversations. 
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